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college life, 8b
The department of English and the College
of Humanities and Fine Arts presented the
annual Shakespeare Festival this week.
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ARSON IN HESTER: Police charge 2students
Em.lly Wuchner
News Editor
Two Murray State ljtudents
were charged with arson
Wednesday for allegedly making bum marks on doors in
Hester College.
lan Reed, 21 of l'aducah, Ky.,
and Robin Phelps, 18, of Cape
Girardeau. Mo., were charged
Tuesday with third degree
arson, a class 0 felony.
Public Safety Major jody

Cash said Murray State Police
responded to a report of burn
marks in Hester Monday. ·
"The report indicated · that
numerous bum marks were
located throughout the third
floor," Cash said via ~maiL "A
subsequent
investigation
resulted identified two suspects."
Cash said police believe a
cooking torch, which was confiscated as evidence, caused
the bums.

DENNISO.Nv. MSU

Both students were removed
from housing and Murray State
Police are continuing the
investigation. Police are also
investigating bum marks found
in White and Regents colleges,
but Cash said they seem unr~
lated to the Hester incident.
Mike Young. associate vice
president for Student Affairs.
said the students were not
arrested but were given a court
date. He said both students
were banned from entering the

residential colleges. Young
said the University is still
investigating the other incidents in residential colleges.
"There are a couple of other
open investigations. that if stu·
dents are aware of anyone who
may have done them, they
should report that person;·
Young said.
Don Robertson, vice president for Student Affairs, said
this incident will not be tolerated by the University. He said

repercussions could range
from probation, revoking housing or suspension.
Robertson said a campuswide e-mail was sent Tuesday
to inform students.
"The safety of the campus is
of utmost importance and any
time there's anything that
occurs. the campus should
know about it," Robertson said.
"Also, when something like this
occurs, we want to get the
word out that it's occurred, and

that if individuals have more
information about what's happened, we would like them to
come forward. We also want to
show the seriousness of it, that
this is something that is very
serious."
Students with other information about the incidents
should contact Public Safety
at 809-2222.
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner
@murraystate.edu.

the

Regents
settle despite
Alexander's
dissent

of

Emily Wucbner
News Editor
After about a two-year court battle,
the Board of Regents decided Friday to
settle the dispute
between former ath·
letics director E. W.
Dennison and former
University president
King Alexander.
The University's
insurance company,
Unite d
Educ ato r 's
Insurance Company,
will pay. Dennison
$75,000.
During the tbreeand-a-balf· hour
executive board sesE. W.
sion, seve n Regents
Dennison
voted for the settle- Former athletics
ment while three·,
director
chairwoman Marilyn
Buchanon, Peggy Hays and Beverly
Ford, voted against. Jeff Taylor
abstained.
The Board voted against a resolution
proposed by Buchanon. In the resolution, Buchanon said two-and-a-half
years ago, the University was "plagued
and embarrassed by an athletic program
that was out of control."
The resolution states that university
presidents and boards are responsible
for making decisions regarding athletics
and other programs.
"ln Murray's athletic situation the
opposition came in the form of a well
financed and politically charged law
suit filed first in Frankfort and trans·
ferred to Federal Court in Paducah," the
resolution states.
uTbat lawsuit has cost the University
hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost
employee time. diversion from proper
university focus and attorney fees. All
of those costs are continuing."
The resolution also praises the current state of Murray State athletics.
The Board also voted to stop paying
Alexander's legal fees.
Dennison filed suit against the Uni·
versity in February 2005 after being
transferred from his job as athletics
director to director of corporate and
foundation giving. The job was created
by then-University president King
Alexander.
Last year. Federal Court Judge
Thomas Russell ruled both parties
should participate in mediation, which
was held on two separate occasions.
In November 2006, Russell dismissed
50 of ·t he 52 claims Dennison made
against Alexander and the University.
Alexander, who opposed the settlement, told The News in an interview
Tuesday that the case was meritless.
"The settlement is a waste of student
money and the suit has been a frivolous
waste of student money throughout the
process," Alexander said.
Alexander said the settlement of the
case prevents a public hearing and also
prevents the public from knowing the
truth of the involvement Gov. Ernie
Fletcher and Kentucky Finance Secretary Robbie Rudolph.
"Robbie Rudolph and Ernie Fletcher
stacked the Board of Regents. pressured
a settlement on a nuisance case, which

see DEIIIIISOII, 3A
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Rachel Mann, sophomore from Frankfort, Ky.• chose to give up Facebook for Lent.

One student · W
sacrifices
something many
just couldn't
live without
Becky Pasldevlcb
Staff writer

The News features
a unique student sacrifice
every Friday during unt.

hile others swore off chocolate or soda
for the season of Lent, Rachel Mann,

us connect with the suffering of]csus. Suddenly,
giving up our favorite show or food doesn't seem

sophomore from Frankfort, Ky•• took a
hiatus from something that some students consider necessary for everyday functioning - Face book.
For 40 days and 40 nights Mann, who says she
checks Facebook at least three times daily. will not

so trying in light of what Jesus endured, does itr'
Mann said that she sacrifices during Lent in
order to strengthen herself spiritually.
"Fasting during Lent has its origins in the 40
days Jesus spent in the desert fasting and praying,..

access her Facebook account. She'll be kicking an
addiction to the online social center she shares
with thousands of college and high school stu-

amcricancatholic.org said. On fasting days, Ash
Wednesday (the beginning oflent) and Good Fri·
day (the Friday before Easter), Catholics older

dents.
"Some people just think it's ridiculous that
(Catholics) give things up (during Lent)," Mann
said. u'They say: 'What are you getting out of it?'
because they don't understand. ·•

than 18 and younger than 60 should eat only one
full meal, the site said.
Abstinence from meat is also practiced Fridays
throughout Lent. Mann said she follows all fasting

According to americancatholic.org, "The actual
purpose behind fasting and abstinence is to help

and abstinence rules of the churclt.
During the semester, Mann attends church

see LENT, 3A
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Tuition increase unsettling for one Regent, Clark fees still undecided
Emily Wudmer
News Editor
The Board of Regents
approved a tuition and
housing increase Friday but
decided to consider more
options before announcing
the housing rate for Clark
College.
The Board approved an
8.5 percent tuition and
mandatory fees increase,
which amounts to about
$210 a semester.
Nine Regents voted in
favor of the increase, while

.

Jeff Taylor and Student
Regent Scott Ellison voted
against the increase.
Taylor and Regent Bill
Adams both expressed concern about the increase
before the fmal vote.
Taylor said the biggest
issue with a tuition increase
is affordability.
"You have a situation
where tuition is going up and
every time tuition goes up, I
have a fear that we're leaving
students on the sidelines
who otherwise would go to
college but just simply can't
go to college," Taylor said.

Taylor said while he was
attending Murray State in
the 1970s. he paid about $180
a semester, making the $210
increase more than he paid a
semester,
"I'm not sure, quite
frankly, by today's rates, that
I would have gone to college,
that I would have been able
to afford to go to Murray,"
Taylor said.
Taylor said he does not
criticize University officials
because of the increase. He
said as a public university,
the problem and possible
solutions
should
be

addressed.
"To me, the primary purpose of that school is to provide affordable education,
especially for students who
can't otherwise go to a private school," Taylor said. "1
think we're defeating the
purpose of a public university because I think that's
what we're there for, to provide affordable education to
all students."
University
President
Randy Dunn, who originally
proposed the increases at
the tuition forum on Feb. 16,
said he is not surprised

some
Board members
expressed concern.
"I think their comments
and vote reflect concern
that all of us have about the
direction that things have
been hitting for some time,"
Dunn said. "We can't continue on this same trend of
just pushing increased costs
onto the backs of students."
Marilyn Buchanon, Board
chairwoman, said before
implementing a tuition
increase, she considers the
price increase of various

see TUmOII, 3A
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is what it's considered, that
had no merit so a friend and
Robbie Rudolph could get a
portion of his $250,000
back," Alexander said.
"It's probably the first time
in public higher education
that a governor's cabinet official personally funded an
attack on a public university,"
Rudolph lent Dennison
$250,000 to help pay legal
costs. Dennison works for
Rudolph at Rudolph, Inc.
Although the
athletic
department has returned to
integrity, Alexander maintains that the settlement in
this case could become a
problem for the future of th e
University.
"I think that it opens the
door to many, many new lawsuits against the University
that might have some merit ,
because this one has no merit
and it increases the University's insurance premiums and
it sets a horrible p recedent
for the future of lawsuits at
Murray State," Alexander
said. "When somebody can
use the governor's office to
p ressure a University to settle a meritless case, get
ready. T here are going to be
more."
Alexan der said he does not
think the settlement or the
lawsuit will scar his image.
He said he made his position
in the case clear.
Robbie Rudolph said in a
statement to The News:
"These attacks against the
University and now the delusional allegat ions against its
Regents finally reveal the
selfishness of the past."
Dennison, also in a statement to The News, said b e
was excited the case was

weekly at St. Leo's Parish in
Murray, the only Roman
Catholic parish in Calloway
Counry, and at home she goes
to her local church with her
grandfather.
Mann started giving up
something for Lent when she
was in elementary school. Both
religious education teachers
and her parents encouraged
her to take part in the Catholic
tradition.
As a child she sald she gave
up drinking soft drinks, eating
cheese or watching TV. She
said she alwars followed
through with her Lenten sacrifices and didn't give in to temptation.
But as a kid, Lent was just
something she participated in
to be like the adults in her life.
As she got older, she said. she
came to understand more
about Lent and why peuple
sacriftee.
"I knew that I needed to give
up something that was going to
better mrself or others because
that's what you do, you give up
things to strengthen your own
will," Mann said.
A week into the Lenten season, Mann said avoiding Facebook. surprisingly, has been
easier than she thought. She

"The settlement will have far-reaching implications,
and believe me, those implications
will not all be good for the University.
The true cost is not just the numbers at hand,
but will only be fully realized over time."
-Marilyn Buchanon
Chairwoman. Board of Regents
over and that the Board of
Regents ceased funding
Alexander's expenses. He
said be decided to sue on
principle.
"We felt this whole thing
was not handled properly
from the start," Dennison
said in the statement. "Principle is often expensive but
most of the time as it was in
this case. it was well worth' it.
"In today's legal system it
is very difficult for an individual like myself to take on
a large corporation or a government agency like the University.
"They h ave deep pockets,
several lawyers, and priority
access to the press, but we
stood up for what we thought
was righ t. We also learned if
you stay strong and take the
high road, you can win in the
end."
Despite the win, Dennison
said the financial settlement
was inadequate.
"We felt we could have
gotten a substantially larger
settlement if we had stayed
the course and had gone to
court, but that was not in the
best interest of e ither party,"
Dennison said. "It is time for
both parties to heal and move
on.
"We have a great university under new leadership that
will now be able to focus on

their mission of educating
and developing our future
leaders."
Dennison said he has no
regrets from the ~ase and he
and his wife's relationship
with the University will not
change.
Board of Regents chairwoman Marilyn Buchanon
voted against the settlement.
"The settlement will have
far reaching implications and
believe me, those implications will not a ll be good for
the University." Buchanon
said in a statement to The
News. "The true cost is not
just the numbers at hand but
will only be fully realized
over time."
University
President
Randy Dunn said he is ready
for the University communi~
ty to move on from the dispute.
Said Dunn: "I'm grateful
that the parties have reached
a settlement and it gives us
an opportunity to turn the
page and move from the
Alexander era into a new day
for the University."
To read the full text of
Board uf Regents Chairwoman Marilyn Buchanon's
resolution opposing the settlement, visit thenews:org.
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner
@murraystate.edu.

because it comes off the
backs of you students.
"If we continue down this
path our recruiting of students will become all the
more difficult."
Jeff Taylor and Scott Ellison
also voted in the increase in
housing for students living in
residential colleges.
Next semester, students will
pay $1,518 for a double room
and $2,429 for a private room.
University officials proposed the additional $500
increase for Clark College residents, however the Regents
requested officials consider

other ways to continue to pay
Clark fees and bond payments.
Buchanon said she was
unsure when the .Board would
address the issue.
"We will be looking to the
president and the administration to give us some more
plans that are out there, some
more options that we might
have," Buchanon said.
The Board also approved the
3 percent increase in meal
plans as well as the introduction of Flex Dollar Plans.
Emily Wuchner can be reached
at emily.wuchner@murraystate.
edu.
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said the hardest thing has been
avoiding tempting e-mails
when fricnd.o; have written on
her Facebook wall Some have
deliberately written on her
wall, teasing her about what
she is missing.
"Everyone thinks it's completely impossible to do,"
Mann said."A lot of people will
tempt me by writing on my
wall so I get the email. But I just
delete it."
"Rachel is giving up Facebook for lent :)" reads her Facebook status and a disclaimer
sits at the end of her "About
Me" section. "Attn: l run giving
up Facebook for Lent. If you
need me you will have to find
me on campus or call my cell"
is the simple synopsis that notifies her Facebook friends that
she's not ignoring their messages - she simply can't see
them.
"11lis is a sacrifice that I
want to do, not something that
I feel J have to do," Mann said.
''That's why it doesn't bother
me to give it up."
Mann said more than just
spiritual rewards have surfaced
due to her sacrifice, including
more free time to study and
fewer distractions in her life.
When Catholics give up

something for Lent that is not
exactly a sin, such as going on
Facebook or eating potato
chips. it hclps them realize that
they can give up things in life
that are sinful, Mann said.
Mann does not advertise her
l enten sacrifice nnd mentioned a verse from Matthew
6:1-6, which addresses the idea
of having it be a person:ll forfeit.
"Don't let your left hand
know what your right hand is
doing," it reads, cmphasi:dng
the notion that the sacrifice is
between the individual and
God.
Mann hopes that after Lent,
she will have learned that Facebook is not something that she
needs in her life.
She anticipates her priorities
will be adjusted and she can
put her efforts into bettering
herself as a person, as opposed
to spending her days confirming friend requests, tagging
photos and waU-mcss;1ging her
buddies.
She imagines that after her
Lenten sacrifice is through, she
will be closer to Gud - not so
much her computer st·recn.
Reeky Paskicvich can be
reached at rebec:ca.paskievich
@murraystate.edu.

TUITION
From Pagel
things like fuel and utilities
across campus.
"We always hate to have
tuition go up," Buchanon said.
"We bate to have to vote for a
tuition increase. I am pleased
that we are one percentage
point underneath what the
maximum allowed by the
(Council for Post-secondary
Education) is and I'm certainly glad it isn't in the double
digits as it has been p reviously.
"But it is something we all
hate to do, and at some point
we are going to have to bite a
bullet with doing that
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Opinion Editor: Rockelle Gray
Phone: 809-4468

e same amoun
New Clark residents' housing fee
should increase to cover costs
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News. The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
Choosing a residential college for next
semester may become an economic decision for on-campus students.
With a proposed $500 increase for students living in the new Clark College,
many students may choose to stay in
their older residential halls to save
money.
Some wonder if the increase to only
Clark College students is reasonable.
During the Feb. 23 Board of Regents
meeting, the Clark college fee increase
was tabled until Regents and administrators could look at more options to solving the issue.
Should all residential students pay the
same as students who will be living in the
newer colleg!!?
Students who live off campus are able
to choose what their dollar is worth.
Many of these students will pay more for
apartments that have the newest appliances and hardwood floors. So why
shouldn't students who live in the new

In M y
Opinion

"Honestly, no.
We didn't ask for all the new amenities."
Robert Tokosh • Pleasureville, Ky.
junior

' If they already live in Clark. no.
If they chose, yeah."

Kern
Alexander

Nick Wright • Evansville, Ind.
freshman
1

"I live in a P.O.S. called Springer. It's falling
apart and moldy. In a second. (I would
pay) a few hundred more to get out of
there."

Kern Alexander
is the
University

President
Emeritus.

RachelleiJgitt • Springfield, Ill.
senior

11

1think it is fair because it sets a better
standard for the dorms."

Rebekah Clay • Bloomington, Ill.
sophomore
Jonathiln Burris/ /he News ,

www.thenews.or9

11%

16%

......

Spread the cost among ~everyone

Only residents of new Clark should pay extra
Work should be done to lower new Clark-'s housing costs.

I agree with more than one of the above.

I have a different idea of what should be done.

Former president disputes article

Should Clark residents paymore to liveinthenewhall?

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

What do you think of thecurrently planned hike in housing fees?

college pay more for their new amenities
and conveniences?
While the Regents are trying to find the
best option - which could be that all residents to pay the same amount, it seems
the fairest way is for students who live in
'the new hall to pay a higher housing fee.
According to The News' web poll, 63
percent of students agree with our conclusion - Clark College residents should
pay more housing fees if they chose to
live in the newer college.
While this idea may seem unfair for the
Clark residents whose wallets will be hit
harder next year, it would be very unfair
for those students who have to remain in
the older colleges.
We commend the administrators for
trying to find other options for distributing the housing fees, but it doesn't make
sense to raise housing fees for everyone.
For those students who continuously
call and report the poor condition of
their rooms, it would be unfair to have to
pay more for others to live in an updated,
newer room. Before administrators make
a decision, they should consider asking
students their opinions.

what do you think•••

tb~sD~

The Murray State News Poll

The Paducah Sun's Wednesday issue featured an
article titled "Review of Funding for The Murray
State University Science Complex."
On Feb. 23, the so-called "pound of flesh reviews,"
conducted by Gov. Fletcher's Finance and Adminis·
tration Cabinet, indicated that "MSU officials had
been misleading about the project and may have violated state laws." It is easy to sec how the Paducah
Sun could have drawn such a negative conclusion
because of the convoluted nature of the State Review.
Actually, all that the Review fmally concluded was
that the science complex project started out immediately over budget, which was no revelation since the
state under funded the Murray State request, and that
"inconsistency between the wording in Murray
State's capital plans and the budget of the Common·
wealth may have increased confusion" between Murray State officials and state officials. The review
found no violation of any state law.
Concerning the law, the review, after several mis·
statement of facts, simply concluded that "MSU offi·
cials should not (in the future) use Phase Ill money
($15 million) for purposes other than the construction
of the physics building ... To do otherwise could be a
violation of K.RS 45.760 (17)."
The review ended with the lame recommendation
that misunderstandings in the future.
The review is known locally and in Frankfort as the
"Pound of Flesh" review because at a meeting in the
Governor's Office in Frankfort in February 2007, Gov.
Fletcher told Murray State officials that he was going
to take hie; "pound of flesh" from Murray State and
former Interim Kern Alexander.
Presumably, the "pound of flesh" was to be taken by
my impudence in publicly challenging Fletcher's February 2006 budget, wherein he provided zero funding
of Phase III of the science complex.This state review
episode is just one more crass tactic of reprisal by
Robbie Rudolph and Ernie Fletcher to denigrate, and
possibly kill the Murray State science-building complex.
You will recall the well-publicized struggle by Murray State in the 2006 legislative session to overcome
the Fletcher/Rudolph budget that provided zero

the news editorial board
Elizabeth cawein
Editor in Chief • 809·6877

I he Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor • 809·4481

Emily Wuchner

Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809·4478

Rockelle Gray

Jonathan Burris

Opinion Editor 809·4468

Photography Editor • 809·4468
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

College Life Editor • 809·4468

Editor's Note: When contacted by The Murray State
News, University President Riutdy Dunn indicated be
was one of the Murray State officials in the meeting
w.ith the governor in February and that Gov. Fletcher
did not usc the "pound of flesh" tenn, nor did any of
the governor's stafiprescnt.
"Gov. Fletcher voiced support for moving the sci·
cnce complex fonvard after addressing the problems
associated with it in a transparent way," Dunn said.

Write to us

News Editor • 809·4468

Casey Northcutt

funding for the Murray State project. Zero!
Fortunately, both democrats and republicans were
appalled by the injustice and under the leadership of
Democrat House Speaker Judy Richards and Rcpubli·
can Minority Leader Jeff Hoover. the Murray State $15
million funding was restored for Phase III in spite of
Fletcher and Rudolph's legislative effort to trash the
project.
Now. Rudolph and Fletcher arc ah'Clin attempting to
derail the facility by misusing state muscle to retaliate
by questioning normal procedural steps by Murray
State in moving the science project forward.
Of course, as is very well known, the
Fletcher/Rudolph original denial of state funding was
punishment of Murray State and its President for
removing Rudolph's close friend E. W. Dennison from
the position of athletics director at Murray State.
Rudolph's get-even plan for the Murray State removal
of Dennison apparently has no bounds nnd further
taken the form of a purge of the Murray State Regents
replacing them with friends of Rudolph and Dennison.
The current inquiry into the construction of the sci·
ence facility is just one more example of the Rudolph
retaliation i.hat he forewarned inn June 4, 2006 interview with Ryan Alessi, political writer for the Lexington Herald-Leader, wherein Rudolph said, "One thing
about winning, I get an opportunity to get hack at my
opponents." Retribution all the way!
Rudolph and Fletcher should realize that their
"opponents" are not the students of west Kentucky
and Murray State.
I am sure the voters ln this election year will recti·
fy the situation.

tm. Contributors should include phone numbers lor verification. Please Include hometown. classification. title
or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State News
reserves the right to edit for styl!l.ll'llCJih and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each
week v1a e·ma1t or thenews.org.
The Murray Sta:e News strrves lobe the umver~ity communtty·s sourc~ for information. our ooal lsto present lhatlntormallon In a fair and unblaseo manner and provide a tree and oPtn forum IOf expression and debale.
The Murray Stale tlews Is adeslQna!ed public forum. Student ed1tors nave aut~ly to make all content decisions without
censor~l11p or advance approval The paper offers aliands1l!lleammQ environment lor students Interested In jOUm.thsm The
campus press should be free from censorship and advance awoval ot COllY and Its editors ~ld develop their edltonal and
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Kentucky House rules vaccine mandatory
Alalna Zanha
Staff writer
The Kentucky House of Representatives health and welfare
committee approved a bill last
week requiring middle school
girls to get a vaccine to protect
them against strains of Human
Papilloma Virus, which causes
cervical cancer, Kentucky
House Communications Director Jennifer Brislin said.
The bill will allow parents to
refuse the vaccine, but many
still fear approving the injection validates pre-marital sex.
The vaccine, Gardasil, prevents four different kinds of
Human Papilloma Virus, which
cause about 70 percent of cervical cancers, according to the
National Cancer Institute.
Gardasil is relatively new.
Even though the FDA has

approved it, currently there is
no long-term research, and it
does not provide life-long protection.
Nine-and 10-year-old girls
would receive the $300 vaccine
in middle school and need an
update every four years for the
rest of their lives.
Judy Lyle, health educator
and staff nurse, said getting the
vaccine might not be the best
choice for everyone.
"I have mixed feelings about
young girls getting it," she said.
"1 do think it is a decision parents should make for their
daughters. I don't think everyone should be mandated to get
this, say, (if) you are not sexually active and you don't have
high risk factors. But If you are
in a sexual relationship w ith
multiple partners, should you
get the vaccine? Possibly."
HPV comprises a group of

more than 100 viruses. Certain
types may cause genital warts
and 30 types can be passed
through sexual contact.
Every year almost half a million women are diagnosed with
cervical cancer and less than
half survive.
Kara Crawford, sophomore
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., has
watched her grandmothe r,
mother, aunt and sister all
struggle with cervical cancer.
Crawford said she is considered at high risk for cervical
cancer and definitely plans to
get the vaccine.
"Even if it protects against
four types, it's four types less
to worry about," Crawford
said.
Many parents and educators
are concerned making the
injection mandatory will send
a message to girls that says
pre-marital sex and unsafe sex

are acceptable.
Crawford said she does not
think girls who have all the
information wiU usc unsafe sex
practices.
Judy Lyle agrees if women
and girls are infonned of all
their options, they will make
safe decisions.
"Just like I don't think abstinence-only education works,"
Lyle said. "I think it needs to go
in to the discussion, but talking
about safe sex and birth control doesn't promote promiscuity. Parents and educators
should be talking about the
dangers out there and talk
about their own beliefs. Then
perhaps they can make a decision on their own. A lack of
knowledge is one of the greatest dangers there is."
___..1,
Alania Zanin can be reached ~
at alaina.zanin@murraystate.
edu.

I
Jonathan Burris/The News

Donations.add up to record fundraising year
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor
Murray State alumni are giving back bigger than ever, mak·
ing the 2006-07 fiscal year a
. record fundraising year.
With $5 million already
raised in private funds since
July l, 2006, the University has
seen a $1.9 million increase
since the 2005-2006 fiscal year
when the Development Office
raised $3.1 million for the
entire year.
Bob Jackson, associate vice
president of developmental
and governmental relations,
said the University ranks
among the top Kentucky
schools in alumni contributions.
Jackson said the University
has about 60,000 alumni,
10,000 of whom make contributions.
Private funding can be given
through alumni. friends of the
University, corporations and
foundations, Jackson said.
Jackson said the University

is doing very well, receiving
national rankings as a top university from various corporations, and it encourages alumni
to give back through contributions that are important to the
University.
"Private funding is critically
important," Jackson said.
Jackson said contributions
are largely used for scholarships, contributing to academic
and athletic programs and
enhancing special projects.
Nationally, colleges and universities have seen a 9.4 per·
cent increase in donations
from the year before, according to CNN.com.
Murray State is above the
national average with a 62 percent increase so far this year.
"We are on track to have one
of the best years we've ever
had, and mayb~ set a record for
private fundraising," Jackson
said. "We are deeply grateful
to the alumni and friends of
this institution that have contributed time and money that
makes this University the outstanding establishment it is

known for."
This increase is significant
because public universities
have not been working with
private funding as long as most
private universities have, but
they are still raising large
funds.
The development office is in
the process of composing a
new comprehensive capital
campaign within the next year,
a major fundraising effort
focusing on specific areas
funds are needed.
During the last campaign, a
$25 million goal was exceeded
with donations accumulating
more than $30 million.
Jackson said the goal for the
new campaign would be substantially larger.
The development office has
15 full-time employees who
focus on fundraising by visiting alumni, making one on one
calls, sending newsletters and
information on the University,
and a year-long Phone-A-Thon
where anyone can ciill in contributions.
"You cannot raise this kind

of money without being proac- or her trust in the University,
tive," Jackson said.
Miller said.
University President Randy
Miller said if an endowment
Dunn said he believes the of$20.000 or more is given, the
increase in contributions foundation's investment comcomes from alumni and other mittce places the money with
supporters who see how well an investment company, Capithe University is doing and in tal Guardian, where all earnan attempt to make education ings will go toward University
more affordable.
scholarships.
"It's an indication that our
Murray State currently has
alum and friends of the Univer- $53 million with the company.
sity understand the important
Jesse Jones, alumnus, is one
work that Murray State is of the University's generous
He said he
doing and the fact that we need contributors.
their financial help," Dunn chooses to give to Murray
said.
State because the University
After money is raised, it goes contributed to his success in
to the Murray State Founda- the gas and oil industry.
"It is my alma mater and
tion, which distributes the
funds.
holds a warm spot in my life,"
Tim Miller, executive direc- Jones said.
tor of the Murray State FounJones said he pledges six figdation, said the money that · ure amounts, has supported the
comes to the foundation is put completion of Clark College
into the areas donors specify, and established the Jesse D.
such as .a scholarship or a spe- and Debra C. Jones Scholarship
cific program.
for the advancement of math
It is' lmportant the money is and science for .an undergraduspent the· way the contributor ate student. ·
specifies when they make the
He also supports a full-time
donation in order to keep his graduate student in the science

department at about $14,000 a
year.
"I think it is a good way to do
charitable giving and the University has a program 1 support," Jones said.
Jones said he thinks contributing to Murray State is a
good opportunity for those
who have been financially
prosperous to help students
get an education.
Arthur Bauernfeind, another
University alumnus and contributor, said he enjoys giving
to Murray State because he
enjoyed his time at the University so much he feels obligated
to give something back.
He does not specify where
his donations must be used as
long as the College of Business
and Public Affairs receives a
portion of the money, Bauernfeind said.
Bauernfeind said giving back
allows the University to be
more flexible and broadens
student horizons.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
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(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

PARENTS HAVE A
LOT OF RULES.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful m ix of music, n ew s, views and
interviews reflecting the local and national
African American community.

Well, now that you're old
enough to start making
your own rules, come check
out living at Murray Place.
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Beyond the Edge
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Beyond the Edge
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along w ith "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

• Clubhouse
• Fitness center

Midnight Sun.

• Colnputer lab

Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for discriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warriors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.

We're conveniently located.
Affordable. Popular with the
students. And, slnee It's your
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Murray, KY 42071
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ESPN @ 9:30 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Rockets at Nuaets
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Fantasy
sports miss
... the point
Samford ends Racers' season in first round

one

ne an

Right about now, millions of fantasy
baseball team owners around the world
. -are planning and plotting.
' . Who will they draft? Should they join a
. 'rotjsserie league or a
'h "e ad- t o- he a d
league? What is
more important hitting or pitching?
Should they take a
gamble on that player. who's recovering
from an injury?
What about that
rookie
what's
unproven. but has
l~ds of potential?
:·If you know what
t;in talking about,
then chances are
you're a fantasy
Sports Editor
sports geek. You
waste at least 30 minutes every day
crunching numbers and trying to figure
out how to get more RBls from your team
than Joe Schmo from Wichita who you've
never met in your life, gets from his.
Well I'm here to tell you - there is
hope. You can recover from this illness,
this obsession.
I myself used to be a fantasy sports
nerd of the worst type, especially when it
came to baseball. I would rush home
from school every day in high school to
set my team's starting lineup for the
night's games, then 1 would ponder how I
could improve my team through trades
• until I simply couldn't stare at the computer screen anymore.
l would watch Baseball Tonight and
find myself caring more about how the
players on my imaginary team fared than
bow my favorite real-life team fared.
I'm a die-hard Cardinals fan, but back
in my fantasy days, if one of my team's
pitchers was starting against the Cardi,naJs, I secretly hoped that the Cards
would wait till the eighth or ninth to start
putting the hurt on - after my pitcher bad
been taken out.
• And if they bad to lose. well, that was
·acceptable because, hey, there's 162
·games in a season after all.
· I realize now that I just didn't get it
back then. I wasn't a baseball fan. I was a
J •numbers fan. l wa~n·t cheering for the
team. I wasn't even cheering for the play·
• ers, I was cheering· for my imaginary
team having higher numbers than ll other
people's imaginary teams, a ridiculous
notion if you stop and think about it I
might as well have been playing the stock
~ket. At least then J might have gotten
some return on my time investment.
My fantasy habit followed me to college, but for some reason, perhaps it was
increased social interaction, it slowly
faded away to nothing. Now I look upon
the frenzy surrounding fantasy sports
•with a mixture of pity, bewilderment and
relief that I was able to somehow escape
its clutches.
I suppose the reason I dislike fantasy
sports so much is because it is so individ·
ualistic. Sports are supposed to connect
'p~ople with something bigger than them• selves. For three hours on a summer
night, a Cardinals fan in Busch Stadium is
a part of something bigger than he is.
When he screams until his voice is
hoarse and comes home dead tired, be
isn't doing that for himself, for his per·
•· sonal glory. He's doing it for the team and
tl:ie 60,000 people with whom be is sud·
. denly friends because they are a part of
the same big thing.
With fantasy sports, it's me, me, me.
. Fantasy sports are also very imperson·
al. No one else in the world gives a flip
' about your team except you. You can't
talk with your buddies about the team
' because "the team" is only a figment of
your imagination. I suppose if you play
- fantasy sports In a league with your buddies, it's not so impersonal, but I never
did that. I played with people whom I had
never met, people whom I didn't even
know their names aside from their Internet monikers.
I'm not completely opposed to fantasy
sports. Fantasy sports could be an entertaining diversion if taken in moderation.
but there are way too many obsessed
number cruncbers out there masquerad·
ing as sports fans.
I know, I used to be one of them.

Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
thomas.dillard@ murraystate.edu.

TOIIIIII)' Dillard
Sports Editor
For the second time in three
years, Murray State was ousted
from ~e Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament in a first-round loss at
home, this time at the hands of
Samford.
The scene Tuesday night looked
all too similar to the Racers' early
exit two years ago. The 2004-05
Racers were an inexperienced team
that endured a roller coaster of a
season and then saw it abruptly
come to an end in a first-round
upset.
Tuesday's loss ended head coach
Billy Kennedy's first season behind
the helm. From last-minute recruiting to early season attempts to
build chemistry, Kennedy's first
season at Murray State has been
nothing if not tumultuous.
"I was looking out on the floor at
the end, and I'm looking at Marvin
Williams, Danero Thomas and Ed
Horton and none of those three vis·
ited our campus," Kennedy said.
"They were recruited without a
visit because we didn't have any
visits left, but they were big, inte·
gral parts of our team and our sue·

cess.
"'We've come a long way in a
short amount of time, and I feel
confident that we have a good base
now to recruit to and to build on to
put this program back at the cham·
pionship level that it deserves and
needs to be at."
After a 26-26 halftime tie, Sam·
ford started the second period on a
10.0 run and shot 75 percent from
the field in the half, running its
trademark slow-down offense to
perfection.
The Racers cut the lead to two
with just less than 13 minutes
remaining, but Samford outscored
Murray State 19-7 down the stretch,
closing the door on the Racers' sea~

"We got comfortable and weren't
attentive to the scouting reports,"
senior forward Shawn Wither·
spoon said. ·we did some things
we shouldn't have done; we left
some guys that we shouldn't have
left, just small things. When a team
like Samford gets up 10, it's like
they're up by 20 just because of
how slow they play. It was bard to
come back on a team like Samford
just because of bow slow they make
the game."
Witherspoon scored 10 points
and secured just one rebound in his
fmal game as a Racer. Fellow senior
Ed Horton scored 16 points to lead
the Racers.
Samford used to its advantage
the very things Murray State did
not have - senior leadership and
experience from players who had
been in the program throughout
their college careers.
Seniors Randall Gulina and Jerry
Smith scored 20 points apiece to
lead the Bulldogs.
As for the young Racers, they can
take solace in the promise that next
season holds - except for graduat·
ing seniors Witherspoon. Horton

photos by Elaine Kight/The NI!WS

Head Coach Billy Kennedy gives a puzzled stare after watching his first season at Murray State come to an end Tuesday niQht.
and Dwayne Paul.
After the game, Witherspoon
was reflective on his senior season
and its disappointing culmination.
"A lot of people tell me I've bad a
great career. and that's fine and
well, but there's guys like Dwayne
and Ed that it really hurts, them not
being able to see certain things that
I was able to see just being blessed
to be in this program,• Witherspoon said.
With just three seniors on the
roster, Murray State returns the
vast majority of its squad next season - including promising freshmen Thoma$, Williams and Tony
Easley - who gained valuable experience over the course of this season.
"There's a lot of positives from
this (season)," Witherspoon said.
"In my eyes, it's gonna be easy for
them next year.
There's a lot of young guys that
have a lot of talent. They're gonna
work this spring and work this
summer and by the fall, they're
gonna be a completely different
team."
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@ murraystate.edu.

Sophomore
Tyler Holloway
leaps up to

attempt a shot
over a Samford
defender•

VICTORY
From Pagel
in regulation.
"Mallory brings energy, intensity
and fight to practice every single
day," Felton said. "It was really no
surprise to our coaching staff and
teammates. It might have been a sur·
prise to the fans, but we know what
she can do and we're very confident
in her ability."
Luckett was fouled on her gametying put-back, but was unable to
convert the free-throw attempt to
seal the 3-point play and put the Rae·
ers ahead.
With the game tied 66-66, Eastern
Kentucky took the last shot of the
night. The shot bounced off the rim

and into the hands of Murray State's
Ashley Nichole Hayes.
With .4 seconds left on the clock, a
Governor defender fouled Hayes,
sending her to the free throw line
and allowing her to seal the 68-66
victory with two successful freethrow attempts in front of the home
crowd.
With overtime seeming almost
inevitable until the very last second
of the game, Hayes said she was not
happy with the overtime option and
she stayed calm enough to make a
routine play, despite the chaotic sit·
uation.
"I wasn't content (with the tie),"

Hayes said. "I said I was going to
grab the rebound. I had a feeling she
was going to foul me and the thing I
was thinking in my head was 'do not
travel."'
Hayes finished the game with a
double-double, collecting 26 points
and 11 rebounds, helping to fill the
gap created by the absence of senior
Joi Scott.
Felton said Hayes's versatility has
consistently added to the dynamic of
the women's team.
~she can go inside, she can go outside and she's difficult to defend
going out beyond the three-point
line," Felton said after the game.

~Murray
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CIMs Rings etc.
S. 12th SL Suite A • Murray, J<Y 42071 • 270-753-1110 • Fax: 270-7S3-865
munayprinting@murray-ky.net

(

"We really felt like that was a
strength going into the game and she
did a great job of having an attack
mentality and just going to the buck·
et."
Along with Hayes, junior Alaina
Lee and sophomore Amber Guffey
also finished with double digits,
despite shooting only U.S percent
from the 3-point line.
To compensate for their poor performance from the perimeter, the
Racers sank 20 of 23 shots from the
free throw line, shooting 85.7 per·
cent on the night.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
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Student opinion runs gamut on War in Iraq::
From coast to c:oaat, C!OIIqe Jtu·
J)allarcll
Staff writer

'

Inq, terrorism, military, media,

war.
These are just a lew of the lauD·
dry lilt of terms that run tb.rousb
the minds of atudeatt ...... CODtemplating war.
Since the terrorist attac:b of Sept.

n.

2001. Americans have changed
the way tlaey think about terrorism
and foreip poUcy.
After the attacks, 10me wanted
reveap, othen wanted diplomatic
JJeBOtiadoDL Mostly, they wanted a

reaolution.
College campuses have long been
a breedin& pound Cor bold and controversial opinions concemiq
American warfare, especially in the
days of Vietnam.
Campua proteata like those at
Kent State Univenily in 1970

showed tile couatry bow paulonate
collep students c:oukl be during
war.
These ideas and pdDdples COD•
tinued throqh Desert Storm and
into tbe preaent contUct in Iraq.

dents voice their feeliDp by sup-

pordDs clift"erent polldci.aDI.
protesda& and becom•ns tmohed
in orgaaizMiops tbat eltber IUpp01't
or c:rlticW!ibe admin1stratiOD
dedc:UDs our troops' fate owaaUI
Pemay Smltb, aluama &om
Edwarc1sviDe. D1,is prwldeat ~
Murray State's cbllpter of Amaelty
IDterDatioDaL
Smith, an intemadonal affairs
major wbile at Murray State, said
the situation at band makes it very
diftlc:ult to have a polarized opiDlon '
ofthewar.
"'t's just not an easy tbin&• abe
said. •Anyone that's all apinst (the
war in Iraq) or for it lust doesn't
have enoqh information."
Since its bqinning in 2003, President George W. Bush and hJs

administration have offered several
justifications Cor the war.
Prom weapons of mau destruction to the establlabmeat of diplomacy tbrouP the removal of for..
mer Iraqi dk:tator Saddam HUIIIID,
some students agree with America"s
state of affairs and other atudents

do not.

leave their homes to serve the
aatlon during the war.
CpL Coleman Maddox. freshman
from Murray, served with the U.S.
Mlrioe Ccwps In Iraq from July
2005 to Pebru.luy 2006.
Macldox said be returned to the
United Stales and Murray State
with a new perspective about the
war in Iraq md America't Core•gn
policies.
"WbeD I was over On Iraq) I saw
how much tbc people DYer there
needed belp," Macldos said. "When
I came back to the United States. 1 ·
saw the way the war wu beiDs por· :
trayed by the media and bow com- :
pletely dift'aent It was."
•
Maddox said many collese students are guilty otforming oplniou
about the war before they know the
wbele story.

Jcdan Slnltb aald he thOUJht

many people fonaecl opinions

acc:ordiilg to ,popa1at trenck
Said Jotdiil Siukb: "l thlDit the
trend is to oppose whoever is ~n
power. No oae wants to be in CavqJ
of war."

Jim Burda can h noched <at lamrl; ~

~·.edu.
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college life
~This Week

~!JtidJY.

Play
. 7:30 p.m.. 'Miss •
.Julie.' Actors' Stu•dio Theater, adults,
faculty and AARP
$8, students free
' with Racercard

· ·Borseshow
·· 9 a.m., Hunt Seat
· :Show, Expo Center.
: free admission

Concert
7:30 p.m., Murray
. State University
. choirs and the Pad. ucah Symphony
Choir, Luther F.
Carson Four Rivers
Center, tickets $23,
$32 and $38
depending on seat• • ing, students and
.. faculty free

• Wednesday.._
Spring career fair
10 a.m., hosted by

Career Services,
students must dress
professionally and
bring multiple
copies of a resume,
Curris Center ballroom

.!.Ttwrsd.ay
· Writing panel

discussion
3:30 p.m., 'The
• Writer and Social
, Activism' with fea. tured author Ed
· '-Sanders, hosted by
'the Jesse Stuart
. Writing Symposium, Freed Curd
Auditorium, free
admission
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Buddhists govern lives with philosophy, not religioQ..
Phillip Dishon
Staff writer
Buddhism may not have a
large presence at Murray State,
but its few loyal local followers
stand
firmly behind their
philosophic beliefs.
Peggy Schrock, associate
professor of art, said her interest in Buddhism began a long
time ago because of its emphasis on philosophic development.
Ln the past seven years,
Schrock said she has become a
more diligent practitioner of
Buddhist beliefs.
"(Buddhism is) not really a
religion, it's a philosophy,"
Schrock said. "I'm drawn to it
because it's very natural, it's
very logical and it deals pri·
marily with how to live your
life."
In Buddhism, Schrock said
practicing members come from
all walks of life as weU as a vast
variety of religious beliefs.
"It's not really a belief as
much as amoral choice," she
said. ''And there is certainly
nothing ... that would keep you
from being a Christiano; a Jew
or (any religious denomination)."
Schrock said the five core
values of Buddhism focus on
the preservation of life, including rules against killing, dishonesty, theft, sexual immorality and using harmful substances.
"The essential teaching is
compassion, selflessness ... and
to devote your life to others,"
Schrock said. "And basically

courtesy of Sxc.hu

lmaoes of Buddha are often used to remind Buddhists of his teachinos.
what it all means is not to harm
anyone."
Jacob Hornbeak, junior from
Morganfield, began practicing
Buddhism after a study abroad
trip to Thailand.
He said the basis of Buddhjst
doctrine, the dharma, lists the
four noble truths that exist in
the world. Hornbeak said
these truths address the existence, cause and path to end
suffering.
"These truths are often

viewed negatively by people
outside the religion because of
their seeming emphasis on suffering, but a deeper understating of them insists they are all
about happiness, really," Hornbeak said. "(What) is meant by
insisting that suffering comes
from desjre is that suffering
comes from unfulfilled wishes
and that to truly be happy, we
must not let our happiness be ...
based on our wants.
"The Four Noble Truths are

- ---

DARIUS!
WHAT KIND OF
NOODLES DO
YOU WANT?

really all about learning to be
happy regardless of outside
factors, and Buddhist practice
aims at developing the qualities of love and generosity that
enable such happiness."
Unlike other stringent doctrines and dogmas, Hornbeak
said Buddhist beliefs are flexible and can be adapted to the
changing world. Hornbeak also
said that true Buddhist believers are encouraged by their
doctrine to not hold their
beliefs dogmatically.
"Buddhism is progressive in
that it's always willing to bend
to meet new facts and situations, and what is remarkable
about this especially is that
even though it is willing to
adapt, the core set of beliefs
bas withstood millennia without need for change," Hornbeak said. "Even in Buddhist
scriptures, the Buddha tells his
followers not to believe anything he says just because he is
the Buddha; only when we
have experienced the truth of
his ideas for ourselves should
we come to believe, and this
creates a great freedom and
aliveness within the religion.''
In regards to practicing his
Buddhist beliefs in Murray,
Hornbeak said living the
lifestyle is often difficult.
"There aren't many other
Buddhists in Murray, at least
that I've met, and I would honestly be very surprised if there
were even more than just a
handful in all," Hornbeak said.
"Because of this, you have to be
comfortable with being a real
individual, and that can be
hard. Without a congregation
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of like-minded people with
which you can regularly meet
to discuss and share in praO.
tice, it is very easy to get dis~
couraged."
'
Still, Hornbeak said this has~
n't stopped him from maintairling his beliefs in the doctrine cif
Buddha.
1
"Buddhism speaks of itself
terms of practice or training
for developing ourselves as
happier and more loving people, and this is very much what
it is,'' he said. "Once dogmatiC
beliefs are put aside, the real
truths of all religions are the
same, and I, like other Buddhists, ftnd that BuddhiSt
teachings most easily allow me
to overcome my faults and
develop these qualities within
myself."
Phillip Dishon can be reached
at phillip.dishon@murraystate
.edu.
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SHOULDN'T USE
METAL IN THE

DUNNO.
SURPRISE ME.

MICROWAVE.

. concert
8 p.m.. Faculty
Chamber Music
r •
' •Concert,
Performing Arts' Hall, free
admission

BURRITOS, TACOS 4t MORE

Now at Hardee's~

Look for the Red Burrito Street Team for
special deals at Red Bunito.

Now Open!
At the Murray
Hardee's. Restaurant
505 N. 12th St.
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Student debut slightly flawed
Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes the the~
ater reviews.

Caitlin

Paper cranes, ghosts and insanity.
These elements create a risky combination in "Paper Thin," the latest independent stage production by Murray
State student Matt Markgraf. Despite its
shaky production, this play represents a
slightly flawed masterpiece worthy of
the attention of viewers.
Wally (Nathan Ducker, freshman
from Louisville, Ky.) spends his days
slaving at a dead-end job in a mailroom
only to come home to the ramblings and
criticism of his elderly father, George
(Aaron Carpenter, senior from Paducah,
Ky.). Wally's only relief comes from the
origami cranes and paper balloons he
lustfully constructs in his free time.
Wally's life takes a drastic tum when
he meets the perfect woman, Jess (Lydia
Davis, sophomore from Nashville,
Tenn.). As their relationship grows, Jess
begins to notice Wally's strange behavior towards his father and his past She
soon discovers that appearances are
only paper thin.
Markgraf, junior from Mundelein, Ill.,
Is no stranger to bringing theatrical productions to life. Before "Paper Thin,"
Markgraf wrote and directed the short
play "Apartment 23," as well a staged
reading of his flrst written piece, "Subject: Amber Grey."
In his most recent production, Markgraf's writing and direction takes on

Dunnagan/Th~J> N ew s

.Nathan Ducker, freshman from louisville, Ky., plays the disturbed Wally In
'Paper Thin.' a play written by Matt Markgraf. junior from Mundelein. Ill.

~Sword fighting for
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Should swordsmen attack
the campus, the Murray State
Fencing Club and the Associa; tion for Renaissance Martial
: Arts arc preparing to defend
; the Racer honor.
; This weekend the groups
: team up to bring nationally
renowned swordsman John
Clements for a demonstration
-on the German long-sword
:and the rapier.
l Located in the north gym of
' Carr Health, the cost to atte~
:is $50. Clements is the Nation-

.

..

al Director of the ARMA and
is flying from Atlanta to give
the seminar.
Andrew Spalding, senior
from Louisville, Ky., is head of
the ARMA Murray State
group. He said be has been
pleasantly surprised by the
amount of interest in the seminar.
"You would think that down
here in Murray there wouldn't
be a lot of martial arts interest
but we've had a pretty fair
turn out so far," Spalding said.
"We've had a lot of people
pre-register and we haven't
had any P._rOblems getting pe<r. -}#
ple interested."

very similar elements of his previous
work with each character harboring a
dysfunctional quality and warped view
of reality. This is not to say that the
characters seem unrealistic or unbelievable, they just greatly resemble the characters in his other works.
Fortunately the play's plot takes a
drastic deviation from anything Markgraf has produced before. Its darkly
comedic focus on isolation and virtual
lack of back-story leaves the audience
craving more and more. While not every
plot twist delivers a rewarding conclusion, some developments flirt with theatrical brilliance resulting in perfectly
constructed suspense.
The show's cast helps in bringing
these perfectly timed moments to life.
Ducker easily portrays the character of
Wally as a person living two lives.
Despite bow innocent and calm he
appears, Ducker can easily shift his
entire persona into a darker, creepier
Wally with sheer simplicity.
Davis' approach to bringing her character to life seems entirely opposite to
the methods of the other actors in the
performance. In her representation of
the sanest character in the show, Davis
plays Jess as a more bubbly and easygoing young woman, contrasting
sharply with the other characters.
However, Carpenter's role as the
ghostly father, George. stands out as the
show's best performance. Carpenter
commands every one of his scenes as
the loud, opinionated specter. Thanks
partially to directorial choice, as well as
the actor's natural charm, George is the

only character who breaks the fourth
wall and directly interacts with the audience. Carpenter instantly creates a fl.rm
connection with the crowd that remains
throughout the play.
As enjoyable as the performance was
as a whole, certain elements of it simply
don't mix. At times, the interaction of
the actors seems unnatural and uneven
when compared to scenes of the characters by themselves. This lack of comfortable physicality reduces some of the
more suspenseful and physically
demanding scenes into awkwardly
comedic brawls.
The plot also suffers from its fair
share of glaring flaws especially because
of how vaguely the storyline is presented. Personal discovery on the part of
the audience is an important element,
but sometimes facts are necessary.
Additionally, the fmal scene of the play
simply results in a cloying conclusion
that left this reviewer feeling betrayed.
"Paper Thin" doesn't scream perfection, but it entertains nonetheless.
Markgraf and his cast take plenty of
risks in performing this piece with an
end result worth seeing.

-ti tr-ti .
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0 Masks: Don't even bother
1 Masks: Only if it's free
2 Masks: Catch it if you're bored
3 Masks: Bravo
4 masks: Encore

dummies: fencing club to host demo
In fact, new sword enthusiasts of all ages are invited to
attend to learn the basics of
western martial arts.
"That's what this seminar is
teaching - the basics - then
after this you can go ahead
and move on up to other
weapons and other techniques," Spalding said. •AU of
the techniques from pretty
much any other weapon are
derived from the two-handed
sword."
For those not pre-registered, a limited number of
walk-in slots will be offered
accor~ to e~pment availability, Spalding said.

Justin Moorman, senior
from Benton, Ky., developed
an interest in swords at a
young age.
"When I was little my dad
and I would play-fight with
swords," Moorman said. "One
of my favorite !iWOrd-fLghting
scenes would have been in
'The Pr1ncess Bride', the big
sword fight in that movie, but
[ didn't really start getting into
(sword-fighting) until I got to
college. It got to a point where
I realized it wasn't really
sword-fighting, it was more of
a sport."
Previous involvement is not
required to attend the event.

A dress code of a white tshirt and black athletic pants
is required for non-members.

"We do have practices outside of this, so if you can't
attend this event you can
come to our regular practices," Spalding said. "We hold
those on Sundays usually in
the Carr Health dance studio
around (2 p.m.), but it depends
on the weather. We like to do
things outside so we can get
more exposure. When people
see it, they want to do it. We
don't like to be confmed."
Stephanie Hagen, senior
from Kilder, Ill., is encourag~
log newcomers to check out

these events.
"1 think it'll be cool to meet
all of the new people," Hagen
said. "There are a bunch of
people in the area who haven't
joined up with ARMA or didn't know we were in the area.
It'll be nice to fl.ght with new
people."
The seminar begins at 10
a.m. Saturday and 8 a.m. Sunday.
Participants are advised to
arrive at least 15 minutes prior
to the demonstration to complete registration.
Charlotte Kyle can be
at
charlotte.
reached
kyle@murraystate.edu

This Week in Entertain10ent

.-•
· • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVDs

• Books

~ L Not Too Late
: Norah Jones
• 2. ID My Songs
Gerald Levert
3. Grammy Nominees 2007
Various Artists
~ 4. Corinne Bailey Rae
: Corinne Bailey Rae
• S.lnflnlty On High
Fall Out Boy

LNumber23

1. What Goes Around

L Tbe Prestige

L Step Oa a Crack
James Patterson and
Michael Ledwidge
2.Sisten
Danielle Steel
3. The Double BJnd
Chris Bohjalian
4. Plum Lovin'
Janet Evanovich
s. BJab Profile
Robert B. Parker

Comes Around

2. Ghost Rider
3. Reno9ll

4. Bridge to Terabithla
S. Norblt

Source: Billboard.com

l.Babel

Justin Timberlake
2. Runaway Love
Ludacris featuring Mary J.
Blige
3. Say It Right
Nelly Furtado
4. Not Ready to Make Nice
Dixie Chicks
S. Don~ Matter
Akon

Source: Cheri Theatres

3. The 300: Sampler Disc
4. The Deputed
S. FlasbedAway

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

MlAmews2.bloppo
This is the site for the
recently begun Murray
State News blog. Every
week, Murray State News
Editors post about topics
such as upcoming events,
supplemental information
for stories and what's going
on in the world. Readers
can also voice their opJnions by commenting on the
Source: Nytimes.com posts.

Source: Bestbuy.com
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CLASS I Fl EI)S

LARGEST RESALE clothing stote In the
Mid·South. ~n. WD~Mn & Otll·
drm...S.Jve up to 90%. All dun, orp·
nlud by slu, VinUge eo current Qih..
ions. The Answer 321 ~In .Street Sm.
ton, ICY, 270.527-1078 Opm 6 day.
10.5.

SUDOKU
6

NYSE company Jefking outgoing indi·
vldu.lls to fill aales & management
POIItiOtW. If you're Interested in work·
: Ins Part-Time or Fuii.Time, worl\
• arOund elm "ht.'dule, & graduate
•

!·

with more !han fast food on your
Serious Inquiries only. Prease
call Mt. Mkhael Henson at: 270·703·
l'ftUI1le.

: 2970

!

Potitiorw availabl..: Patt·time director
• for 16-~e Oldult choir. Send~.
Inquiries to Rev. Aaron Dowdy, 1st

4
9

UMC, Ointon, ICY 42011, or e.m.ll

: fl.wncoffi<efhnyplaxyexpras.com.

••I
•

.•'
:

t

Ads may be 5ubmitted in Wil-

son Hall room 111 , mailc:-d to
Classifieds, c/o The Murray
State News, 2609 University
or c·mailed 10
thenews®murraystate.edu
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PER WORD!

Station, Murray, KY 42071,

\

-

Hard

Medium

Easy

5

~

To play: Complete the grid so that fN8r/
row, column and f!N8rY 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

For more information
call 809·4478.

thenews.org

Create and solve rour
Sudoku PUZZles lor FREE.

Visit

Plar IIIII IUdaD llll Wll prizes at

PRIZ£SUDOKU.co~

The Sudok JSource of ~The Murray State NewsM

Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku puzzles.
:·

I

I

I
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Spring Career Fair 2007

Jumpstart
your career
with
e·Recruiting!

Complete aregistration profile

the news
Marcll2, 2007

to allow Career Services staff members to help you target employers. Create a professional e-mail account to use
with this system.

Upload resumes or multiple resumes
that you can post to resume books, the Experience Network and use to apply to jobs or internships. Employers
see the name of your resume, so be sure and name resumes appropriately.

Search for Jobs or Co-ops/internships
posted by Career Services, as well as by eRecruiting partners in the Experience Network. You will have access to
thousands of fresh and relevant opportunities.

Apply to positions and sign up for interviews
even if you do not think you are interested. Research the organization, dress the part and interview. You will gain
knowledge of new interview techniques and questions to prepare you for your dream job interview.

Be prepared for your interview
by performing extensive research and utilizing various content resources, including news articles and press
releases if applicable.

Here's how.•.

View upcoming events
such as information sessions. workshops and career fairs through the eRecruiting calendar. Search by date or the
event type and sign up!

A hospital mks ,tfot ofits nurus. It asks thnn to mdfll~(~ tf,~ nudiral11ud., of1JJidtifJk
pdtimts, to put in long hozm multo do it aU with n smil~. For n/1 ofthis, what MN 11

hmpita/ givr iu rttum? At \l'fstem Baptirt Hoipital,

nurm

enjoy nnnpttiliv~ s11lary

and Ml4JI5, on-site clay cart', gmmJUs shift d~ffi"mrti.Jis t1nd tuition rtimburwnmts.

C.trrer tln~lopmmt il mmuraged with'' diJlicalladdl'r pro,'(f'nm and pay for national
rprcialty cmifiration.

brlil'Vt' in h~11ling and taking'''" ofprop/e.
Visit w~;trrnbapti'st. mm or ,,,/1270-5 75-2127 to lrnm mort: abom al)()>pira.L that
}'i)u got into

nursb~~ b«tJUU you

will t11ltr carr ufymt.

A ho~pital where caring tor patient6 begin6 with caring tor nur6e~.
=i =

WESTERN~ HOSPITAL

wcM ernb<~pri~r .com

LrMtmg yott t

II.
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MSU's Online Recruiting Database
You know about monster.com, You know about careerbuilder.com, You need to know about e-Recruiting
File

Edit

View

rt~ Murray
!\ .•

•s

..

~

Choose a different school

i . r.....,.., • .r ·"·

Password:

,- 1

==Enter

Note: Please use Internet Explorer with this system.

Employers
:: EmpJovers log In her:e

be:~ow.

Welcome to the Experience eRecruiting Network at Murray
State University! The office of Career Services is ·excited
about our new system!

to· establlsh your USERNAME,
please IJSe your MSU email
accountt plus the last fDur digits
of your SS # .
Please a.llow one buslllf!fi day
tor vour registration to be

This innovative network provides easy access to students,
alumni, and employers to important job and career
information. This network Includes information an job
development, on-campus recruiting, employment
opportunities, and workshop/career fair dates.

Email the career center

We look forward to working with you!

*MSU students
and aUnni only.

stude:nts

FiRST-llMI.: USERS : Please
complete tt\e StiJdent Self

Registration

proc.esset~.

THAT'S WHAT WE'RE HERE FORH

Career Center lnfc
Phone~

2:71)-8()9..373$

EmaU the

career Center

Go to tile School Web S lte

:: Create account

STUDENT NOTICE: By using this system, you are allowing the
Career Services Office tD provide your resume and
registration data to employers who utilize this system. You
ari! responsible for providing current and accurate
information. The Career Services Office does not verify
employ'f!r data. Therefore, you have the responsibility to
research the employers to make educated decisions
r·e gardlng their opportunities. If you have a concern, please
contact us.
EMPLOYER NOTICE: The Career Service Office can give you
access to student information through a username and
password. We expect all contacts with students to be
legitimate, professional and in at:COrdance with acceptable
busihess policies. We reserve the right to revoke a<:cess at
any time. 1f you have a concern, please contact us.

Copyright ©20.06 E·Kperience, Inc.. -All Rights Reserved
Privacy P(}Ucy

I Terms 01

Service

Career CenteT Info
Phone: 270-809-3135

It's a free job search
engine that will e-mail
you job postings in
the areas you are
seeking employment.

~ ExpeRiENCE

Spring Career Fair 2007
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I believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.
One of the best things llilce about working
at Enterprise is that there's so much focus
on everyone's individual abilities and

achie\o-ements. lL all has to do wim an
overriding entrepreneurial philosophy that
says that your success is n.u.Jy; up to you.

This mc.-ans that thrre's no one smndard
formula for doing things around here.
It nlso. means that r m worKing tilongside and

learning different things from a \\ide group
of talented people ~·vl'r)' day, Ir's great to be

nt a compa.tl)' where everybody's difkrenccs
- whether they be bu-mless philosophies or
cultunu ideals- arc not only accepted,

they're part of £he vcrr fabric of our sucrc5S.

What company best

represents me?
\\~

are an equal opponunuy emplO)--ei. ~VF/0/V

I believe this one.

If you have a~rlence In sales or c:ustomer service and a baclwlor's degrre, plta~K apply online@ www.tnlerprlse.comtcareers.
Or contact: Ml~ Hammond, Gruap Recruluna Manaaer • phone: (502) '158-7808 ut.lOO • e·mail: mike.hammond(falerac.com

the news
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Well stop imagining and start working at Harrah's Metropolis. In our
fast-paced, customer focused environment, you will work hard. But
since you'l.l be doing it in our exciting and fun working
environment, it just won't seem like work as you know it. Come
see for yourself.

Full-7ime & Part-7ime Opportunites available.

Slots • Sacurny EMT • Cook •Calno Cashier
• Cocktal Sarver • Hotel I Housekeeping
Apply in person Bam - 5pm or log-on to
(select the Metropolis property)
or send resume to:
100 East Front Street,
Metropolis, IL 62960;
or fax (618) -524-6136.

www.harrahs.com

EOE

METROPOLIS CASINO
AND HOTEL

5
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~_
Otber Job
America's Career lnfonet
Part of a suite of online tools sponsored by
the labor Department. ACinet is a superb
source of in-depth Information on wages and
employment trends, Occupational requirements. state labor market Conditions. national
employer contacts, and links to 5,000 online
resources.
America's Job Bank
Jointly maintained by the U. S. Department
of labor and various state e~ployment
offices, This is one of the largest sources
online for National and international employment. It offers Job posting for employers and
resume posting and Job searching by occupation, keyword, and zip code for job-hunters.
CareerBuilder
With its efficient online recruiting service,
resume posting capability, and access to the
classified ads of 45 daily newspapers,

March 2, 2007

Huntjgg Online_

acquired from the defunct CareerPath.com,
this enormous job bank lists over 400,000 job
announcements searchable by type, industry,
company and location.

career Journal
The Wall Street Journal's free site covers all
aspects of the employment search with versatile salary profile data and a calculator; relocation and retirement information; hiring
trends listed by industry; resume writing and
posting; a large job bank updated twice weekly; and hundreds of articles.
Job-Hunt.org
Here is an impressive gateway to hundreds
of useful links to accessible job resources and
services listed by category or location.
Monster.com
This dot-com veteran features a tremendous
database of information for the job seeker and

employer, with a variety of resources for college graduates and chief executives alike.

0-Net Online
One stop shopping for career descriptions.
wages and requirements, both nationally and
by state.
Salary.com
Supported by a team of experienced compensation specialists, this popular site features fast and easy-to-use salary, benefits,
and cost-of-living wizards, a salary timer. college tuition calculator, job assessor. and other
tools.
Studentjobs.gov
Federal government employment opportunities for high school and college students.
From Marilyn Rosenthal's "Looking for Jobs in
All the Right Places."

YMCA Blue Ridge Assembly
Located in Black Mountain, NC
Recruiting for summer 2006 at the Career Expo March 1

..

~

AVAILABLE POSITIONS INCLUDE:

• Program Leaders, Lifeguards, Craft Room Supervisors
• Conference Services, Support Staff and Audio Visual

• Guest Services Clerks
• Supervisors & Support Staff for
(Food Service, Housekeeping, Maintenance and Snack Shop)

the news

Spring Career Fair 2007
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CSI is always looking

for good people.
Nooter Construction Company (NCC) is a leader in
email your resume to

recruiter<mcsiweb.com

the field construction industry for mointenon(e/tumoround proieds for
oil refineries, chemical plants and power plants. Nooter Construction also
provides pressure vessel erection service and new construction of Heat
Recovery Steam Generators and power plant cogeneration systems.
NCC will be seeking field engineers at the upcoming career fair on
Tuesday, February 20, 2007. This position requires
assistance with field crews and with the technical aspeds of job execution.

Essential Functions Include:
CO~IPUTER SERVICES, INC.

Human Resources Dcpartntent
3901 Technology Drive
Paducah, 1() 42001
\VWW.CSlWe b .com

1. Assist project manager and general foreman.
2. Purchase, inventory and measure material as received.
3. Complete records of code conformance such as weld maps, x-ray
logs
and logs of
material tests.
4. Assist with all aspects of heavy rigging.
5. Inspect work in process and upon completion.
6. Assist in developing/updating schedules and cost control programs.
7. Plan segmented assembly of components.
8. Study and maintain a control set of drawings and specifications.
9. Monitor compliance to O.S.H.A. requirements.
10. Apply A.S.M.E. codes to all projects.
11. Assist with developing and performing NDT (non-destructive testing).
12. Lay out work on site, including climbing to mark location of parts.
13. Travel and remain at construction site continuously.
14. Enter small places such as boiler mud drums, troy towers,
man-ways.
15. Communicate progress/problems to croft foreman and project
manager.
We will only consider students authorized to accept unrestricted
employment in the U.S. This does not include F-1 visas. Candidates
must have a B.S. Degree in Gvil Engineering or Engineering
Management with a minimum of a 2.8 GPA.

---

-
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.-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

,.._, Excellent Benefits ,.._, Competitive Salaries ,.._, Continuing Education
,. . , Flexible Scheduling ,.._, Center for Health and Wellness
For more information on available positions, please visit our website at www.murrayhospital.org.
We offer a comprehensive compensation and benefits package. Interested applicants, resume preferred
electronically to: llfoley@murrayhospital.org.
Resumes can be sent to: Human Resources,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071

9rf.CC9f is an f£qua{ Opportunity
'Employer

,,

...... , .. ,, ..
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ence.
on. Expertise.
true strength of our company
in tne vast experience, the
ma1ess ingenuity, and the
expertise of our
~~~nrllnvAAs.

We are a highly

lsc:iplined team of professionals
continually apply the latest

ding America Safely.

spring Career Fair 'l1X1l
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The On-Campus Interview Process:

Aguide to get the job of your dreams.
Marlo K. Rhodes, Career Services Specialist, shaking hands with
Bill Perrin, Vice President of Human Resources of Computer
Services Inc. (CSI), from Paducah, KY.

.Tips for your interview
1. Use aFirm Handshake - don't wimp out
2. Strong Posture- sit straight and stand tall
3. Freshen yourself lightly - don't whiff out
the employer with fragrance overload
4. Research and learn about the organization

Items to bring to your interview

See Bryan's

inteniew
idroduction.

1. Multiple copies of your resume tailored to the specific organization
you are interviewing with to give to all interviewers and ...•
2. Have acopy for yourself inside your black, navy, or brown Portfolio

See Bryan's new job!
Computer Services Inc.

Seelr,..s
inteniew.

the news
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2007 Career Fair Recruiters
AFLAC -All Majors
Adtran, Inc. -Telecommunications Systems Management
Aerotek E&E -All Majors
Alberlci Constructors, Inc. -Occupational Safety &
Health; Civil Engineering

American General Financial Services -All Majors
American Justice School of Law (AJSL) - All Majors
B.L. Harbert International, LLC - CMI Engineering;
Construction Engineering Tech; Industrial &
Engineering Tech
BB&T -All Majors
Black and Veatch -Architectural Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
Blue Ridge Assembly -All Majors
B riggs & St ratton -Accounting; Business Administration;
Computer Information Systems; Management; Office
Systems; Occupational Safety & Health; Nursing;
Business Education; Industrial Education; Electromec·
hanical Engineering Tech; Engineering Graphics &
Design; Environmental Engineering Tech; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech;
Drafting & Design Tech; Public Administration
CSI Computer Services Inc. · Computer Science
Carey Counseling Center - Business Administration; Marketing; Social Work; Psychology; Sociology; Guidance
& Counseling; Public Administration; Clinical Psycho!·
ogy; General Psychology
Carpenter Wright Engineers, PLLC -Architectural
Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering; Engineering
Graphics & Design
Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation- Computer Information Systems; Computer Science

Cen ter for Accessible Living
Clntas Corporation -All Majors
Commonwealth Health Corporation -All Majors
Cumberland Hall Behavioral Health Services Nursing; Social Work; Sociology; Human Services

Deloitte & Touche -Accounting
Department of Criminal Justice Training
Eagle Publication, Inc

Entarprlse rent-e-car - Advertising; Business Administration;
Finance; Economics; Management; Marketing; Organizational Communication; Public Relations; Mass Communications; Agribusiness; Liberal Art.s; Psychology;
Sociology; Public Administration; General Psychology;
Pre-MBA; General Studies

Fastenal
Fifth Third Bank - Business Administration; Anance;
Management; Marketing

First Omnl Mortgage Lending -All Majors
First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc. -All Majors
Four Rivers Behavioral Health - Social Work; Clinical
Psychology; General Psychology

Froggy 103.7
Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center
Gray Construction - Construction Engineering Tech
HR Research - Business Administration; ComputerInformation Systems

Hardin Memorial Hospital ·Nursing; Pre-Occupational
Therapy; Social Work; Pre-Physical Therapy; Speech·
Language Pathology
Harper lndU$trles, Inc. - Occupational Safety & Health;
Civil Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech;
Industrial & Engineering Tech

Harrah's Metropolis Casino and Hotel - All Majors
Hawkins Research · Business Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science; International
Business; Management; Marketing; OrganiZational
Communication; Public Relations; Journalism; Telecommunications Systems Management; Office Systems;
Technical Writing; Sociology; General Studies
Heritage Bank -All Majors

Integrity Employment Solutions
Interstates Construction - Construction Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering Science; Industrial & Engineering Tech; Drafting & Design
Tech; Pre-Engineering
Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's Health Care - Communi·
cation Disorders; Nursing; Recreation Theraputic; PreOccupational Therapy; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical
Therapy; Clinical Psychology
Kemper CPA Group - Accounting
Kentucky Data Link - Computer Information Systems; Computer Science; Telecommunications Systems Maoage·
ment; Architectural Engineering Tech; CMI J:ngineering;
Construction Engineering Tech; Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering Graphics & Design; Engineer·
lng Physics; Engineering Science; Environmental Engi·
nearing Tech; Industrial & Engineering Tech; ManufacturIng Technology; Mechanical Engineering Tech; Drafting &
Design Tech; Pre-Engineering

Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection Biology; Chemistry; Civil Engineering; Geology

Kentucky Department of Corrections - Accounting;
Criminal Justice; Recreation Outdoor; Recreation &
Leisure Services
Kentucky State Pollee Headquarters -All MaJors

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Lowes Home Centers, Inc. -All Majors
Merck & Co., Inc - Advertising; Business Administration; Fi·
nance; Management; Marketing; Nursing; Biochemistry;
Biology; Chemistry; Molecular Biology; Pre-Dentistry;
Pre-Medical; Pre-Pharmacy; Medical Technology;
Pre·MBA

Metropolitan Nashville Pollee Department
Modern Woodmen of America
Murray Bank, The -All Majors
Murray Calloway County Hospital - Nursing
Murray State University ROTC
Murray Slate University Training Resouroe Center Business Administration; Criminal Justice; Psychology;
Sociology; Human Services
Nooter Construction Company - Occupational Safety &
Health; Civil Engineering; Mechanical Engineering Tech
Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc. - Finance;
Dietetics, Nutrition & Food Management; Nursing; Exercise Science
Paducah and Louisville Railroad, Inc. - Mechanical
Engineering Tech
Peebles Department Store · Accounting; Advertising;
Business Administration; Computer Information Systems;
Anance; Management; Marketing; Organizational Communication; Public Relations; Interior Design
Pella Corporation ·All Majors
Pepsi MidAmerlca - All Majors
Personnel Cabinet of Kentucky -All Majors
Pilgrim's Pride - Occupational Safety & Health
Plzzagalll Construction Company - Occupational Safety
& Health; CMI Engineering; Construction Engineering
Tech

Quadtech, Inc.- Occupational Safety & Health; Civil
Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering
Graphics & Design; Environmental Engineering
Tech; Industrial & Engineering Tech; Manufacturing
Technology; Mechanical Engineering Tech; Drafting
& Design Tech; Pre-Engineering

Randstad Inhouse Services
Regions Financial Corporation
River Metals Recycling · Business Administration;
Management; Industrial & Engineering Tech

Rosendin Electric Inc. - Occupational Safety & Health
Rural King Supply, Inc. -Agribusiness
Sachs Electric Company - Occupational Safety &
Health

Sar8ly lialr*lg & Envlrol mental Ploklctlul I, L1.C
(STEP) - Occupational Safety & Health
Sherwin Williams Company - Economics; Manage-

-

ment; Marketing; Liberal Arts; Undeclared

Social Security Administ rat ion
Stephen Ministries Saint Louis - Business Admlnls·
tratlon; Management; Marketing; Organizational
Communication; Public Relations; Journalism; Mass
Communications; Creative Writing; English; English
Composition; Psychology; Religious Studies; Youth
& Nonprofit Leadership; Graphic Communications
Management; Graphic Communications Tech;
Reading & Writing; General Psychology
Summit Consulting -Occupational Safety & Health

TempsPius, Inc. Employment Services All Majors

The Whiting-Turner Contract ing Company- CMI
Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech

Toyota Motor Manufacturing of Texas - Occupational Safety & Health

Traylor Bros., Inc. • Occupational Safety & Health
U.S. Army Recruiting -All Majors
U.S. Navy Recruiting District St. Louis
United Systems & Software, Inc. -Accounting;
Business Administration; Computer Information Systems; Computer Science; Marketing
Vanderbilt University Medical Center - Nursing

WHOP AMIFM - Hop Broadcasting, Inc.
Walgreens - All Majors
Walt Disney World -All Majors
Washington Group International, Inc. - Occupational Safety & Health; Architectural Engineering
Tech; Civil Engineering; Construction Engineering
Tech; Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering Graphics & Design; Engineering Physics;
Engineering Science; Environmental Engineering
Tech; Environmental Regulartory Affairs; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech;
Drafting & Design Tech; Pre-Engineering

Webasto
Wells Fargo Financial -All Majors
Western Baptist Hospital - Nursing
Wolseley North America (Ferguson, Stock, Wolseley
Canada) - All Majors

Youth VIllages - Criminal Justice; Social Work; Psychology; Sociology; Family & Consumer Studies; Youth
& Nonprofit Leadership; Guidance & Counseling;
Clinical Psychology
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Students
earn
money
Good employer.
with
part-time
jobs
Good employer.
Tony Cardon
Contributing writer

(lj !,~!./?~

A nomeowner's btst friend.

U0 ·627·ltlS 111t1l • uttll: r•s•m•sl'lomnl.<tm • www.lt,.,nl.<om

After seemingly endless amounts
of money spent on mochas and
Papa John's deliveries, some students find nothing but a few nickels
clinking in their pockets - it's time
to get a job.
Murray State's Career Services
office fits students to the right
opportunities to put some paper
beside those coins, said Gina
Shipley Winchester, assistant director of Career Services.
"If a student needs a job to pay for
college, but doesn't have the time to
commit a large number of hours, we
can find the right place for that student," she said. "Whether it's working at night or waiting for a summer
internship, there are available
opportunities."
After getting the job, most students perform a careful balancing
act between work and school.
"Students who commit themselves to more than 20 hours a week
often suffer in their schoolwork,
proficiency at their job, or both,"
Winchester said. "Students must
learn to utilize time for both the job
and the academic aspect of college.
Nobody will tell a student that he or
she has a test to study for. It's aH up
to them now."
Shannon Kleier, junior from
Louisville, Ky., learned these skills
last semester when she began a
part-time job at Winslow Dining
Hall.
"1 worked 20 hours each week, so
I didn't have time to procrastinate,"
Kleier said. "Instead of waiting until
the last minute to get things done, I
had to do schoolwork sometimes a
day in advance because of my job.
"If I knew I was working on a
Thursday, I would complete my
assignments
for
Friday
on
Wednesday to make that they

would be done before class."
Time management skills are vital
in such situations. Instead of studying only at night, students learn to
utilize time during the day and
between classes.
"If I had an hour between classes
I would study and do homework
instead of goofing around like I had
before," Kleier said. "Instead of
going back to my room and watching TV or listening to music, I
would work on my assignments for
the next day.
"With such little free time available, l used every extra moment to
make sure I got things done within
deadlines."
Ross Meloan, director of Career
Services, said if an on-campus job
doesn't seem feasible, there are
thousands of others available
through Career Services.
Many of these services are available from Web sites that have been
examined and deemed reliable by
Career Services, but there are also
opportunities available within the
community.
Meloan said regardless of the
avenue the student chooses to take,
there is always someone in the
office to offer assistance.
"Even if you don't make an
appointment, just stop in and there
will be someone here to help you,"
Meloan said. "We realize that it
takes money to pay for college, and
that's what we're here for.
"With the endless opportunity
available for student employment, a
staff that's willing to help, and a
Web site that bas proven to be successful, I have no doubt that our
services wiH be successful for each
student who walks through our
door."
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Honesty. Integrity. Stability. Responsibility.

Explore careers at OMHS ·
Learn how you can join a unique team of healthcare
professionals dedicated to quality patient care.
Located in a vibrant community, OMHS is one of the
most progressive hospital systems in the region.

• Nursing Scholarships
• LOW Patient/Nurse Ratio
• Competitive Salaries
• Buybacks
• Tuition Assistance
• Full Benefit Pa<kage
• ShiftJWeekend
Differential
• Reimburse Last Semester
Tuition-Up To $1,500 for
RN Students!

For a career guide and DVD, call (877) 227-3841
To apply on-line; visit our website: www.omhs.org
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It's never too soon to get the ball rolling on landing a. rewarding ca.reer with Cinta.s.
That's why we'll be front a.nd center at the Murray State U'nlveraity Career l'air in the
Curris Center C3rd Floor) on Wednesday, March 7, from 10:00 a .m . to 2:00p.m .
We'll be on h&nd to answer your questions a.nd to recruit for the folloWing positions:

Management Trainee (BIIQ* 1003'1801)
~

Uniform Sales Associate (BIIQ* 1oomsoa>
We offer excellent benefits, including med1ca.l, dental, a.nd vision coverage;
401 (k); disability a.nd life insurance; competitive pay;
ca.reer advancemen t opportunities; a.nd paid va.ca.tlons and holidays.
Please stop by the career fair or visit

•

Cl
THE

SERVICE

ww w .cintas.com;careers
to apply to the appropriate Job#.

®

Don/t mMf old bectUM~ lit/ tltif 41'~1
tJu, bait if lit/your C()UJ"t.
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Become a member ot thlletro NashVIlle Ponce Depanment
"ALWAYS HIRING"
$33,000 to $43,000 Annually
Depending on entry level

11'111 leneftls:
• Vested Pension after 5 Years
• Longevrty Pay
• Overttme Pay
• Deferred Comp Avaaable
• State Supplem&nted ln..Servlce Pay f$600)
• 15 Paid Military Days Per Year
• Compensated For llme Spent In Court

•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance
20 Patd Working Vacatron Days
10 Paid Holrdays
3 Paid Personal Days
Clothing & Equrpment Allowance
Education lncenwe· 3% for ~tes Oeg'ee,
6% for Bachelor·s Degree•
•AfterOfaoual!OI'l trwn ar

,...,'I and ~ root ef tc~.J:JtJo.•

We are seeking
Speech-Language Pathologists
for our Skilled Nursing Facilities.
Rehab America, Inc. provides Physical, Occupational and
Speech therapy to our Skilled Nursing Facilities throughout
Middle & West Tennessee and in Huntsville, Alabama.
Founded in 1998, we pride ourselves in being team focused
while providing quality service to our patients.
Contact Leslie Truax
toll free at 888-668-9924
Fax 901-465-7721 ltruax@ahcthm.com

Read the lip:
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See our booth at the
Career Fair.
Carey Counseling Center, Inc

CHOOSE A
FINANCIAL CAREER
IN YOUR OWN
NEIGHBORHOOD!
Lifo ojfirs 11UUIJ opportunities. One of the greatest is

&rving Northwest Tennessee
With Quality
Behavioral Health Care

choosing a good company to work for and a grear place to live. Heritage
Bank oflers both. • Wirh offices in a variety of western Kentucky
and Tcnne5Sec ~ighborhood.~. Heci~e Bank offers both a pn,fcssional

CAREY is a not-for profit community mental health
provider. Services offered include adult and youth
outpatient counseling and case management, crisis
response, residential Hving, and school based programs
along with an array of supportive services for individuals
experiencing menta] or emotional problems.

working environment and a friendly atmospht:re. • Bring your
resume by the Heritage Bank booth at the MSU Caren-

Fair.

We'll show you juM how neighborly a great bank can be!

Outpatient Offiec Loc:atlons
Dresden

Camden

Huntingdon

(731)364- 3094

(731)584-6999

(731)986- 4411

Paris
(731 )642 - 0521

Trenton
(731)8!55- 871

Union City
(731)885- 8810

Information (800) 611 - 7757
24 Hour Crisfs Unc (800) 353- 9918
www. eareyeounscllngccntcr. org

HERITAGEBANK
WWW. BAN KW ITH HE Rl TAG E .COM
»u•••• , •• ,

e

l9UA\. ... ., . . . . L lJII···
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The Career Services Web site is located at www.murraystate.edu/careerservices.

ExpmiENGE
Vlslt Murray Stat.'s
tRtcnitinq Nttwortc.

.
.
Our services support careers

Murray State Unlverslty career services provides a variety of opportunities and assistance
In all aspects of career development. Whether you are a current student, alumni, parent, an
employee of the university. or employer we Invite you to vtsrt all of the career services links.
Go to the top of the page and click on "Students. "Employers* or "Parents" for addlt1onal
InformatiOn.

If you have any addittonat questions about any of the services we provide. please contact us
at your earliest convenience.

i

C.panter :~
Wright '_i'

Engineers

::l

NASHVILLE • KNOXVILLE
Carpenter Wright Engineers is one of the largest structural
engineering consulting firms in Tennessee, with offices in
Nashville and Knoxville.
Due to our continued growth, the Nashville office is currently
seeking applicants for engineering technologist/CAD
designer positions. Qualified candidates should have
AutoCAD experience. Structural or architectural experience
preferred.
We offer a competitive salary, great benefits and 401(k).
Qualified individuals are invited to apply by submitting a
current resume by fax to (615) 782-00n , or by e-mail to
cjones@carpenterwright.com .

•

•

I

•
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See our booth at the
Career Fair.
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,..-Jebasto
Feel the drive
Established in Germany in 1901,
Webasto has grown to be the
world's largest supplier of original
equipment sunroofs. Our company
has 27 facilities internationally, with
the Murray, KY facility being the 8th
facility in -N orth America.
Stop by at the Career Fair to learn
more about our company.

At Pella Corporation, there are no ordinary careers, only windows
of end less opportunity Fulfill your career goals by joining a team of
top-caliber individuals committed to making a difference. Enjoy the
culture of a vibrant, integrity-based company, dedicated to developing,
promoting and rewarding its employees.

Current Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entry level Engineering
Department Managers
2007 Summer IT Interns
2007 Summer/Fall Engineering Coops
2008 Spring/Summer Engineering Coops
2008 Various Coops and Internships

Please visit Pella Corporation at the
Murray State University Eng_ineer and
Bus1ness Career Fair on March 7.
Outstanding opportunities exist in Iowa and
throughout the United States. Please apply online
at www.pella.com/careers. Post-offer drug screen
and background check required.
Pella Corporation • 102 Main Street • Pella. lA 50219

www.pella.com/career5 • EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Eight consecut ive

years as:

FOKIUNE.

ARS'J~§

TOWORKFORN
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Explore the Possibilities
Sachs Electric
employee owned
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unn

Or. Ross Meloan, Brooke Harris, Marla Rdoes, Or. Randy Dunn, Or. Don Robertson. Gina Winchester, Shirly Martin. and Oenna York

For your encouragement and support
of Career Services.
C1reer Services Office
located at 210 Ordway Hall
270-809-3735

career.services@murraystate.edu
www.murraystate.edu/careerservices

• On 6 Off campus Jobs
• Co-op Onternship postings
• Mock Interview Program

• On-Campus Interviews
• Full-Time Job Postings
• Career Fairs and Workshops

